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As the United States entered the Second World War, it would have been difficult to
identify two civilians whose work had a more immediate impact on the war effort than
John C. Garand and Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor. On March 28, 1944, Garand and Taylor
became the first recipients of the Medal for Merit, recognizing their “exceptionally
meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding services” to the nation.
In the years following the First World War, Garand developed, and then improved, the
M1 “Garand” rifle at the Springfield [Massachusetts] Armory. An incredibly deadly and
dependable semiautomatic weapon, the M1 rifle was venerated by American ground troops
in all theaters. The rifle that General George S. Patton famously characterized as “the
greatest battle implement ever devised” would become the standard infantry weapon for
over two decades.1
It is no surprise that John C. Garand was among the first recipients of the civilian
Medal for Merit. When the War Department sought congressional approval for a new
decoration in April 1942, Garand and his M1 rifle were already legendary. During an
exchange between Alabama Senator Lister Hill and Colonel R. Townsend Heard (one of
two War Department witnesses), Colonel Heard invoked Garand and his rifle as an
obvious example as to why a civilian decoration was essential:

Colonel Heard. Take the case of the man who invented the Garand rifle
in the Ordnance Department. The Ordnance Department has many people
who have devoted their lives to the Government, have given the product of
their invention, their whole lives have been devoted to the service of the
Government, just the same as the soldier’s life. . . . Then, we have men like
Garand, whose work is certainly entitled to some reward.
Senator Hill. So far as Mr. Garand is concerned, I would like to give him
any medal he would want, but he does not need any medal. Every time his
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gun speaks it is a medal for Mr. Garand. His name will go through the
centuries.2
Since the early 1920’s, Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor and his colleagues at the United States
Naval Research Laboratory had achieved pioneering results on the theory and application
of radar technology. The scientists had continued their work despite substantial technical
challenges, periods of limited funding and administrative indifference, and inter-service
rivalries. As war again loomed, the urgency of research activity, the development of
functional radar systems, and their deployment, intensified markedly. Thanks in large
part to Taylor and his colleagues, radar had gained an important and growing significance
in American weapons technology.3
A cursory internet search of John C. Garand and Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor will yield an
abundance of photographs of both Garand and Taylor in a variety of settings. With
respect to the Medal for Merit, one particular Associated Press photograph stands out.
The photo provides an excellent view of the new decoration while capturing the
consequence of the moment. With the outcome of the war still far from certain, the Medal
for Merit awards to Garand and Taylor recognized their profoundly significant civilian
contributions to the war effort that were having an immediate, real-world impact. That is,
a superior rifle was in the hands of American ground troops who were in the throes of
fighting dangerous and determined enemies; and increasingly effective radar, to identify
and engage enemy targets, was providing important tactical advantages to American and
Allied forces on the ground, in the air, and at sea.
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Associated Press/Herbert K. White
John C. Garand, center, of Springfield, Mass., inventor of the Garand Rifle, and Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor, right, of
the Naval Research Laboratory, who helped develop radar, wear Medals for Merit after the presentation of the
awards by Secretary of State Cordell Hull, left, in Washington, D.C., March 28, 1944. © 2017 The Associated
Press. Reproduced by permission from the Associated Press, AP Images.

Secretary of State Cordell Hull presented the Medals for Merit to Garand and Taylor in
his capacity as chairman of the Medal for Merit Board. The Medal for Merit Board was
established by executive order to receive and evaluate award recommendations. The
executive order that was in effect at the time that Garand and Taylor received their medals
stipulated that the Secretary of State serve as chairman.4 The March 28, 1944, award
ceremony pictured in the AP photograph was widely reported in the press.5
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EPILOGUE

Three years after Garand and Taylor received their medals, President Truman awarded
Cordell Hull the Medal for Merit with a bronze oak leaf cluster, indicating a second award.
The two awards recognized Hull’s service as the Secretary of State during separate periods,
September 9, 1939 – December 6, 1941, and December 7, 1941 – November 30, 1944.6
Secretary Hull was one of three recipients to receive two Medal for Merit awards.
Dr. Albert Hoyt Taylor was the first of many Medal for Merit recipients who were
recognized for contributions related to radar. At least twenty-four Medals for Merit would
be awarded for scientific and administrative work associated with the research,
development, and deployment of radar technology.7 Several of the recipients were British.
Later reflecting on the work of the Naval Research Laboratory (1948), Dr. Taylor
acknowledged that the British had made important early advancements in radar which, in
some respects, had put them ahead of their American counterparts.8
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